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.rofessional /ivision with any "uestions /o not use tapes with any indication of epilepsy
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The Gateway Affirmation
I a# #ore than #y physical 'ody ecause I a# #ore than physical #atter, I can perceive

that which is greater than the physical world Therefore, I deeply desire to %xpand, to %xperienceE
to Fnow, to +nderstandE to Control, to +se such greater energies and energy syste#s as #ay 'e
 'eneficial and constructive to #e and to those who follow #e Also, I deeply desire the help and
cooperation, the assistance, the understanding of those individuals whose wisdo#, develop#ent,
and experience are e"ual to or greater than #y own I as) their guidance and protection fro# any
influence or any source that #ight provide #e with less than #y stated desires



 

2Bote* This Affir#ation has evolved over ti#e >n so#e $ateway %xperience tapes it #ay 'e
slightly different fro# the way it is presented here oth versions will help you #a)e the #ost of 
your experiences Re#e#'er, it is the intent rather than the words the#selves that is i#portant5
Co##ents 0ro# Ro'ert A Monroe Regarding The $ateway %xperience !o#eti#es its hard to
deter#ine a 'eginning, the point where an idea 'eco#es a reality The $ateway .rogra#s are not in
this category 6e re#e#'er well when they started

In 19G4, at 6histlefield Research a'oratories, in Afton, 7irginia, we were conducting
research studies on the effects of the environ#ent on hu#an consciousness The %salen
organi@ation at ig !ur, California, fa#ous as the 'irthplace of #any new trends in psychology and
 philosophy, heard of our wor) and invited us to conduct a wee)end wor)shop at their facility As a
result, we had #any re"uests to repeat the process elsewhere >ur %xecutive Co##ittee approved
this new activity as a #eans of 'roadening our research #odel H and indeed it did
>riginally called the M&< .rogra#, sessions were held on wee)ends at various sites throughout
the +nited !tates and Canada !everal thousand individuals fro# all wal)s of life
 participated in this constantly evolving series of training exercises 6hen we understood 'etter 
the process ta)ing place, we rena#ed it the $ateway 7oyage .rogra# H 'ecause what we were
 presenting was a $ateway, a #eans 'y which the individual could #ove into the exploration,
)nowledge, and understanding of oneself as well as the #any reality syste#s where one has
existence The $ateway %xperience is a special version of the $ateway 7oyage .rogra#
/esigned for in&ho#e application, it incorporates #ethods and techni"ues of the $ateway, adapted
so that you can 'enefit fro# it wherever and whenever you so desire Consisting of six exercises on
tape cassettes, /iscovery is the first al'u# in this course There are a total of six al'u#s 2thirty&six
tapes5 in the $ateway %xperience !e"uentially, the re#aining al'u#s are* Threshold, 0reedo#,
Adventure, %xploring, and .rospecting %ach tape and al'u# contain a specific pattern of 
training Accordingly, it is very i#portant that you wor) with the# in se"uence 6ith in&ho#e
training, you have a definite advantage -ou can repeat each exercise until you feel co#forta'le
and proficient with its use /o this Then #ove to the next

The sound pattern you will hear on the tapes is a scientific process that helps you develop and
a'sor' these $ateway states of consciousness It is not hypnosis, although so#e of the techni"ues
see# si#ilar The $ateway for#s of consciousness show significantly different %%$ 'rain&wave
 patterns fro# those of hypnosis su'ects At present, there is controversy as to what such patterns
truly #ean and how to categori@e the# 6hat can you expect fro# the $ateway %xperience As
#uch or as little as you put into it The exercises provide you with a set of tools H how you use
the# and what you do with the# is your responsi'ility !o#e discover the#selves for the first ti#e,
and thus live #ore co#pletely, #ore constructively >thers reach levels of awareness so profound
that only one such experience is enough for a lifeti#e !till others 'eco#e see)ers&after&truth and
add an on&going adventure to their daily activities There is one 'asic pro#ise H that you seriously
consider the $ateway Affir#ation at the least a possi'ility* that you are #ore than your physical
 'ody, that you can and do exist in energy syste#s that are not li#ited to ti#e&space, that you can
and do co##unicate with intelligence 'eyond your physical consciousness H call it what you will



 

WELCOME! 

Brain Power 
The enefits of ?e#ispheric !ynchroni@ation

.erhaps even 'efore recorded history, hu#ans have sought to understand and enhance
 perception y doing so, we are 'etter a'le to understand and enhance our daily lives The
"uestions surrounding how we perceive, or how we go a'out #a)ing sense of our awareness,
sti#ulate #any avenues of in"uiry

>ne of these avenues, science, has long )nown that our 'rains are divided into two halves, or 
he#ispheres In #uscle functions, the nerve signals fro# these 'rain he#ispheres act in an J
crossover The left 'rain controls the right side of the 'ody, and the right 'rain controls the left side

ut only in recent years has it 'een discovered that these two he#ispheres #ay 'e "uite
different in the functions they perfor# Research indicates that we use the left 'rain pri#arily to
tal) and read, do #athe#atics, to reason deductively, to re#e#'er detail, and to #easure ti#e,
a#ong other facets It is the vehicle for logical, rational thought >ur right 'rain is the vehicle for 
ideas, spatial sense, intuition, #usic, e#otion, and pro'a'ly #uch #ore than we now reali@e It
apparently has a language all its own

Moreover, #ost of the ti#e we thin) with our left 'rain 6hen we use our right 'rain, it is
 pri#arily to support the thought and action of the left >therwise, we often ignore it

!ince its inception, the left&'rain(right&'rain theory has 'een under controversy To stay apart
fro# this unresolved conflict, our representation here is #erely sy#'olic Regardless of the
 physical location, we apparently have at least two distinct ways of perceiving and thin)ing 0or the
#o#ent, the ter#s Kleft 'rainL and Kright 'rainL serve only as identifying la'els, or as a #etaphor
6e are pri#arily a right&handed civili@ation, do#inated 'y our left 'rains ?ow did we get this
way Bo one is a'solutely sure, 'ut one of the 'etter guesses is that the left'rain do#inance ca#e
a'out 'ecause of a 'asic need to survive in a physical world Through thousands of years, our 
fore'ears added to left&'rain do#inance 'ecause that was the way to get things done >ur entire
syste#&'oo)s, schools, colleges and universities, industry, political structures, churches H is
funda#entally left&'rained in learning, application and operation 6e have generally regarded
right&'rain thin)ing with a#used tolerance, suspicion, disgust, irritation, distrust H and awe

?owever, recent studies show we use our right 'rain throughout our daily lives in #any su'tle
ways 0or exa#ple, the left 'rain re#e#'ers the na#e, 'ut the right 'rain re#e#'ers the face
2?ow #any ti#es have you spotted a fa#iliar face 'ut couldnt re#e#'er his or her na#e5
!tudies of world leaders throughout history indicate they were thin)ers who used far #ore than the
analytical, intellectual portions of their #inds All great decisions 'y these leaders have 'een #ade
with the left 'rain .+! .lus the right 'rain %vidence supports it, 'ased upon what we now
)now ?ow, then, do we go a'out using #ore of our 'rain power There is a #ethod and techni"ue
that offers #uch pro#ise and potential It can 'e utili@ed with relative ease, does not re"uire years
of intensive training, and is not li#ited to a narrow 'and of application It is called ?%MI&!-BC,
which is short for he#ispheric synchroni@ation /eveloped 'y The Monroe Institute, this process
uses pulses of sound to create in 'oth 'rain he#ispheres electrical wave for#s si#ultaneously
e"ual in fre"uency and a#plitude



 

The Institute was granted a patent in 19G< 'ased upon the use of such sound pulses to induce
a fre"uency following response 200R5 in the hu#an 'rain The 00R de#onstrates that when you
hear a certain type of sound, your 'rain tends to respond to, or resonate with, that sound 7arious
electrical 'rain&wave patterns are indicators of specific states of consciousness 2such as awa)e or 
asleep5 Therefore, certain sound patterns can assist you in achieving desired states of 
consciousness ?e#i&!ync ta)es the process an i#portant additional step %ach ear sends its
do#inant nerve signal to the opposite 'rain he#isphere, following the J pattern #entioned earlier
y sending separate sound pulses to each ear 2using stereo headphones to isolate one ear fro# the
other5, the halves of the 'rain act in unison to KhearL a third signal, which is the difference in
fre"uencies 'etween the two signals in each ear 0or exa#ple, if you hear a sound #easuring 1
hert@ 2cycles per second5 in one ear and another signal of 1< hert@ in the other ear, the signal your 
whole 'rain will KgenerateL will 'e < hert@ This third signal is the 'inaural 'eat It is never an
actual sound, 'ut an electrical signal created 'y 'oth 'rain he#ispheres acting and wor)ing
together If the <&hert@ signal 2a'ove5 is one that produces a certain type of consciousness, then
the whole 'rain H 'oth he#ispheres H is focused in a coherent state of awareness Most i#portant,
the state of awareness can 'e changed at will 'y changing the sound pattern It also can 'e learned
and recreated fro# #e#ory as desired

The ?e#i&!ync process already has 'een tested and applied in #any ways*

for 'etter sleep, stress&tension reduction, control of pain, accelerated learning, study and
concentration, enhanced creativity, pro'le# solving, even for playing a 'etter ga#e of golf
0urther#ore, it has 'een one of the funda#ental reasons for the success of the $ateway .rogra#s
The sounds you hear during the $ateway %xperience exercises are characteristic of this process

The Gateway Experience

As are all $ateway .rogra#s, the $ateway %xperience is dedicated to the exploration and
develop#ent of hu#an consciousness through a syste# of exercises using ?e#i&!ync These
exercises assist you to )now and 'etter understand your total self They are designed so you #ay
learn and experience profound areas of expanded awareness %ach exercise re"uires active
concentration, volition, and so#eti#es courage, as you #ove 'y carefully controlled steps fro#
deep relaxation to those thresholds of consciousness apparently related to deep #editation

These thresholds 'eco#e $ateways into different for#s of perception*

states of expanded awareness, of freedo# The tapes also provide a structured environ#ent in
which you create your own experiences, your own adventures

Many who use the $ateway %xperience, or participate in the Institutes progra#s, are in
search of the out&of&'ody experience 2>%5 This is not surprising considering the wide
disse#ination of Mr Monroes 'oo)s and the extensive #edia coverage of our wor) in this area
>ne of the Institutes early goals was to develop and provide a training syste# in this techni"ue
?owever, as #ore sophisticated #ethods of exploration were developed, it 'eca#e evident that
 participants were entering discrete 2distinct and separate5 nonordinary states of consciousness
These states facilitate a great deal #ore than the >%

%ach individual approaches this internal wor) with different a'ilities, concepts, and dyna#ic
 processes %ach enters this area fro# a different place and goes to a different place The Institute
goal is to provide techni"ues for exploring your full potential and for KtravellingLE rather than to



 

 provide a destination In a 'road sense, the research has led to a point where the >% is far 
overshadowed 'y the develop#ent of hu#an potential on all levels In addiction, the ?e#i&!ync
audio sti#ulus is not overpowering and can easily 'e reected if it is not in agree#ent with your 
conscious or unconscious desires 0or these reasons, The Monroe Institute does not guarantee an
>% ?owever, $ateways are provided into various levels of awareness

Gateway Entry 

Kegin nowL egin where you are, with an easy acceptance of who you are To explore is to
o'serve 'y discerning differences rather than 'y #a)ing udg#ents

Assu#e that the ?e#i&!ync audio techni"ues presented 'y The Monroe Institute will create
different 'rain&wave patterns, and there are various ways to perceive these differences within
yourself >ne #ethod of perception is to feel differences )inesthetically 2sensations that are,
or see# to 'e, physical5 .ay attention to your 'ody and feel su'tle sensations These sensations
#ight feel li)e #otion* rising and falling, roc)ing, sliding, and tipping -ou #ight feel KelectricL
sensations* tingling or vi'rations .erhaps you #ight feel twitches, pulsing, pressure, or changes in
te#perature As), K?ow does #y foot feelL rather than, KIs #y foot relaxedL Those feelings #ay
change and shift, co#e and goE creating su'tle patterns which are 'eautiful in and of the#selves
And li)e the surf, never assu#e that the frailty of its foa# is a #easure of the oceans power

In our language, our concepts are deeply tied to the visual 6e honor #en and wo#en of 
vision, and value insight /o you see what we #ean 7isual #eans of perception are i#portant At
the sa#e ti#e, visual perception is often overe#phasi@ed and considered essential to the control
and use of energy Its not necessarily so >ne can get caught up in the entertain#ent value of the
visual, and the endless fascination of unfolding visuali@ation can 'lind us to other )inds of 
 perception 7isuali@ations can 'e incredi'ly #eaningful ?owever, an attach#ent to the#
can 'eco#e a #aor 'loc) to other perceptual cues An auditory perception #ay #anifest as
ver'al #essages, voices, or i#pressions of voices lt #ay also occur as sounds such as static,
 'u@@ing, pops and clic)s, tones, or even #usic These perceptions have a delicacy, a "uality
difficult to convey in physical, wa)ing consciousness 2Consciousness >ne or C&15 ter#s Too
often, we close such 'eautiful channels that were open to us 'y discounting our i#pression as
unreal rather than allowing the# to 'e legiti#ate $ateway participants often report intuitive
 perceptions* a sudden awareness, a gestalt, a whole&)nowing, or Kthought'allL as one person
delightfully descri'ed it

There are no right or wrong ways to experience these exercises 6hatever your #ethod2s5 of 
 perception, getting deeply into yourself will ena'le you to appreciate #ore of that which is around
you 7alue and 'uild on your uni"ueness* in it is wholeness and unity

WAVE I: DISCOVERY 

The $ateway %xperience is a #eans to your selfdiscovery, a $ateway to your choice of an
ideal or a destination The ulti#ate goal of the $ateway %xperience is for you to no longer need the
tapes They are li)e training wheels on a 'icycle* wonderful for practice, 'ut inhi'iting as you learn
to ride far and free -our ourney 'egins with the /iscovery al'u# -ou will learn through direct
experience, discovering that words and theories are only one way to o'tain )nowledge As a result,
as you perfor# these exercises, your experiences will ta)e you 'eyond what you thin) or what you
have read, to what you )now



 

There #ay 'e ti#es when you Kclic)&outL of the exercise, especially as you 'egin to #ove up
to and 'eyond your level of experience Clic)ing&out is different fro# falling asleep There is a
sense of having dropped out of the exercise +pon returning to or finishing the exercise, there is no
 perception of ti#e having passed -ou will have stored the #e#ory of your experience, 'ut will
have no i##ediate recall Clic)ing&out is a co##on, fre"uently reported experience

As you learn to cooperate with your own inner direction, the paradoxical nature of the
$ateway itself e#erges* your desire to explore intensifies as you 'eco#e #ore willing to release
any attach#ent to results %xpectations li#it the un)nown 'y what you now )now Any conflict
 'etween doing so#ething and 'eing there, or 'etween active and passive states, is resolved in
0ocus 1 /oing and 'eing #erge, triggering what we call Ksynchronicity,L or a synergis# 'etween
thought and action, 'etween i#agination and reality, 'etween self and universe In 0ocus 1, the
serious and playful aspects of selfdiscovery also #erge, effort and fun are no longer in conflict
-ou enter a flow urdens 'eco#e light

!o seriously, have fun

Tape-Tain Rec"##en$ati"n%

ocate a distraction&free environ#ent where you can dar)en the roo# and re#ain undistur'ed
during the thirty to forty&five&#inute taped exercises Ma)e sure you will not 'e interrupted 'y the
 phone ?owever, if you do experience noise 2such as dogs 'ar)ing, street repairs, children playing,
etc5, si#ply note the distraction and use it to go deeper into your experience 0or exa#ple, each
ti#e you hear a dog 'ar), tell yourself you are settling deeper within yourself, that the noise is
allowing you to explore further and further

Allow at least one hour after eating and avoid alcohol, drugs, or excessive caffeine, which
#ay li#it the effectiveness of the ?e#i&!ync exercises

$et co#forta'le +se the 'athroo# 'efore each exercise, even if it see#s unnecessary
oosen any tight clothing and re#ove shoes and glasses 2or contacts5 isten to the tapes while
lying down or in a seated position with your head supported, whichever is #ore co#forta'le for 
you !hift positions as necessary, 'oth 'efore and during the exercise If you itch during
an exercise, scratch -ou will 'e a'le to #ove gently 'ac) into your pattern of relaxation

There can 'e a #eta'olic drop as you enter an exercise, producing a coolness or chill which
can "uic)ly change to a perception of heat, #otion, or pressure ?ave a loose 'lan)et or cover 
handy, ready to pull up or throw off as needed

-ou #ay wish to )eep a ournal to docu#ent the details of your experiences such as*
date(ti#e, 'ody position, #edication or unusual diet, #ood(attitude, energy level, #oon phase, or 
any other unusual circu#stance

/> B>T use the $ateway %xperience tapes while driving

Re&'ire$ E&'ip#ent 

!tereo cassette tape player 2do not use /ol'y or other noise&reduction syste#s5

!tereo headphones 2with separate volu#e controls if you have a hearing i#'alance5

tape











 

1"c'% 2

0ocus 4 is a signpost on the way to 0ocus 1, a ?e#i&!ync state where your 'rain and #ind
are #ore coherent, synchroni@ed, and 'alanced -ou will #ove to 0ocus 4 'y a conventional count
of one to three

Ret'rn t" 1'** Wain C"n%ci"'%ne%%

At the end of every tape exercise, you will hear a strong audio signal designed to 'ring you to
a state of full, wa)ing consciousness 2C&1 5 /espite the te#ptation to ta)e off your headphones
early, listen to this signal until it is withdrawn It will 'ring you co#pletely K'ac)L fro# the
exercise The #ore you 'ring yourself 'ac) fro# an exercise, the further you can go into your next
exercise

Di%c")ery ,3: Intr"$'cti"n t" 1"c'% 4 

+se this exercise after you are co#pletely co#forta'le with /iscovery %xercise Tape 31

1"c'% 4 

In 0ocus 1, the 1&!tate your #ind re#ains awa)e and alertE your 'ody is cal#ly,
deeply, and co#forta'ly asleep

-ou will #ove into this state of total relaxation 'y first #oving to 0ocus 4, and then 'y letting
various parts of your face and head progressively go li#p and relax This relaxation of your head
will then Kflow into your 'rain,L which will feel and understand such a state, and will in turn allow
such relaxation to flow through your whole 'ody Move along with the instructions, successively
focusing upon and then totally releasing each 'ody part To Kloo) with your closed eyesL at your 
foot is a way to view it o'ectively, thus creating a sense of detach#ent -our 'ody )nows how to
do this

The count to 0ocus 1 will continue 0ro# four to ten, at each successive count you will relax
another part of your physical 'ody >ne of the paradoxes of K'ody asleep,L or total relaxation, and
K#ind awa)e,L is the possi'ility of sudden heightened sensitivity* hearing the swish of arterial
 'lood flow 'ehind your ears, or feeling the pores of your s)in 'reathe !pontaneous re#ote sensing
is another possi'ility in 0ocus 1* audio #aterial you would swear was actually on the tape this
ti#e, 'ut not last ti#e, or the total presence of faraway, delicate odors

Health Affirmation
6hen you return to full, wa)ing reality, your 'ody will 'e so e"uali@ed as to overco#e all

those things that #ight hinder or prevent it fro# 'eing and giving its 'est #ental, spiritual, and
 physical self This is the 'eginning of the ?ealth Affir#ation that you will hear at the end of these
exercises It will help you 'alance your physical and nonphysical energies Fnow that the
affir#ation is wor)ing for you without effort on your part



 

C"'nt$"wn

As you return fro# the tape exercise, #ove fro# the count of ten to one, to full, physical,
wal)ing consciousness or Consciousness >ne 2C&1 5 %ncoding 2.lease see %ncoding Instructions
on page GG5

Awa)e and Alert, and Me#ory

Di%c")ery ,2: A$)ance$ 1"c'% 4 

+se this exercise after you are co#pletely co#forta'le with /iscovery %xercise 3

Resonant %nergy alloon 2R%A5

-ou have recharged and revitali@ed your energy with Resonant Tuning Bow you will use
this energy to create a #oving field, a Resonant %nergy alloon 2R%A5 around you Create a
flow pattern with your 'reath 'y letting energy flow out of the top or your head li)e a fountain,
allowing it to continue flowing gently down and around you, and then reentering your 'ody,
through the 'otto#s of your feet Then shift the flow pattern into a spiral, winding the energy down
around you and coiling it 'ac) up inside you -ou will auto#atically rea'sor' this energy at the
end of any exercise

-our R%A is an intensification of your own energy, helping to create a high energy stateN
within and around you >perating on a principle of resonance, in accordance with the $ateway
Affir#ation, your R%A is li)e a sieve or filter* only, energy that is e"ual to, or of a higher, or 
#ore refined, vi'ration than yours will have access to your energy field As such, your R%A is a
shield fro# energy for#s that you #ay not want to 'e influenced 'y at any particular #o#ent The
R%A also acts as a #agnet, attracting the influences and guidance fro# higher energy for#s
The #ore you 'uild your R%A, the #ore your physical 'ody will 'e a'le to sustain higher and
higher energy levels, until 0ocus 1 can 'eco#e a launch pad fro# which you will float or #ove
into other energy states

0or the purposes of this Manual, high energy state refers to an enhanced state of 
awareness that e#'races #ethods of perception not ordinarily used in physical, wa)ing
consciousness 2.lease see $ateway %ntry on page 15 6hile in a high energy state, one
has availa'le a 'roader range of perceptions with which to solve pro'le#s, develop
creativity, o'tain guidance, or si#ply enoy greater awareness of, and interaction with,
ones internal and external reality

A high energy state is not to 'e confused with hyperactivity, or excess energy Bor is it
KhigherL in the sense of K'etterL than any other state of awareness It does, however, reflect the
expansion and integration of personal awareness, ena'ling one to lead a #ore fulfilling life -our 
R%A #ay spontaneously assu#e a different energy flow for#, such as having a delicate
#e#'rane, in contrast to 'eing a force field, or 'eco#ing radiant, li)e an intensified aura !ince we
exist in our own energy field, li)e fish unaware of 'eing in the water, the actual perception of your 
R%A often 'eco#es a function of need Although you #ay not always perceive your R%A, a
good exercise is to play with sensing it in so#e #anner 0or exa#ple, sense it through visions,
feelings, and(or #uscle sensations

-ou can learn to KpopL your R%A into place, turning it on or extending it while in either C&
1 or in 0ocus 1, #uch li)e you would switch on a flashlightE si#ply 'y using one resonant energy
 'reath as the switch Inhale vital energy, and as you hold it, thin) of a 'right #oving circle with the



 

nu#'er ten inside it et it #ove down, around, and over you as you exhale -ou will auto#atically
rea'sor' your R%A, or you can choose to draw the circle 'ac) into yourself as you inhale uild
and re'uild your R%A, store the energy as you would in a charged 'attery, then turn it on and
use it %xperi#ent %xtend your R%A while you are in a group of people and see if its resonance
will create a response in people li)e yourself /iscover if doing so draws their attention to you
#uch as stri)ing a tuning for) will activate others in har#ony with it 0or another experi#ent,
extend it around your car while you are driving 0ind out if you experience 'etter traffic patterns, or 
if it helps you find a par)ing space a little easier

Ret'rn t" 1"c'% 4 

-ou will count down to C&1 once, and then return to 0ocus 1 for reinforce#ent of this
exercise

%ncoding
R%A, 0ocus 1, and Return to C&1
/iscovery 3:* Release and Recharge
+se this exercise after you are co#pletely co#forta'le with tapes 1 through 4

This is an energy conversion exercise designed to clean, 'alance, and revitali@e your entire
syste# gently +se it daily in 0ocus 1, with or without the tape

In C&1, we use a #ultitude of processes in order to deal with our e#otions In 0ocus 1, you
can wor) fro# an entirely different dyna#ic H a dyna#ic that #ay see# unconventional to so#e
who are well&versed in various theories of psychological syste#s That dyna#ic is one of energy,
conversion, which operates on a paradoxical principle long used in #any philosophies* you Kraise
yourself with the help of that which causes you to failL

%nergy conversion is a process that allows you to release self&i#posed li#its resulting fro#
the encrustation of fear and associated e#otion Independent research has shown that when we are
 'orn, we have only two innate fears H fear of falling and fear of loud noises If all other fears are
learned, they can 'e unlearned 0ear is li)e pain* useful as a warning signal, 'ut once
ac)nowledged, it is no longer needed In the high energy state of 0ocus 1, you can cal#ly identify
and gently release fears, 'loc)s, li#its H anything that interferes with your growth or progress -ou
can then reclai# the clean energy that existed 'efore such li#its were in place Reclai#ing the
 pure, natural energy which is an integral part of you can #a)e you whole -ou have 'een putting
all your worries, anxieties, and concerns in your %nergy Conversion ox In this exercise you will
 'e as)ed to go 'ac) to your %nergy Conversion ox, open the lid, and perceive the first radiation of 
fear you encounter -ou then pull the fear out of the 'ox and #ove it away fro# you H allowing it
to flow upward and away li)e a 'u''le floating upward in water 6ith the fear gone, you will 'e
as)ed to perceive the e#otion the fear covered and release it 'y 'u''ling it away 0ree of the fear 
and e#otion, you will perceive the clean energy that was hidden or covered 'y the fear and
e#otion, and 'e as)ed to pull that clean energy 'ac) into your 'eing This process will 'e repeated
twice ?ere are so#e i#portant points to consider* 15 -ou do not have to worry a'out, or plan for,
what fears or e#otions will co#e up for you when you open your %nergy Conversion ox !i#ply
open the 'ox and see what co#es up for you Trust that a larger part of yourself )nows what you
are ready to uncover 5 If you open the 'ox and find nothing, 'u''le KnothingL away The process
can 'e wor)ing very effectively on deeper levels In this 2or any other5 case, always pull clean
energy into you as a final step 45 .lease do not get into a se#antic argu#ent with yourself a'out








